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Reith explaining why he refused to broadcast a message from the 
Archbishop of Canterbury  during the general strike. Quoted in Renée 
Dickason La BBC dans le paysage audiovisuel britannique, CNED 2021
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In the domain of music, there is no secret made 
of the fact that good music is preferred to bad, 

nor of the conviction (wonderfully borne out  

by experience) that the public prefer it too. It is
conceived as a priviliege and duty to present

certain grand works to which a concert 

organisation  run for local profit could never

hope to mount; to popularise –as only this
peculiar medium could popularise – the music 

that is addressed to the finer and quieter sources 

of emotion in a small audience; to make the 

British public, not to say the British musical 
world, acquainted with challenging new work; 

and to assist opera to overcome the barrier that

the cost of presentation has set up between it
and its eager multitudinous admirers. […]

John Reith 1928



As to the remaining time given to music 
and entertainment, let there be no idea

that this category is one given

grudgingly and under pressure from
public or Press. It is not so. To provide

relaxation is no less positive an element

of policy than any other. Mitigation of 

the strain of a high-pressure life, such as 
the last generation scarcely knew, is a 

primary social necessity, and that

necessity must be satisfied. 

Comments on music broadcasting, Introduction by John Reith, 
director-general, BBC year book 1928 
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Quoted in Renée 
Dickason La BBC 
dans le paysage 
audiovisuel 
britannique, CNED 
2021
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Broadcasting house was
opened in 1932



1932



1935 removal of marriage
bar for London teachers
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Part three



From 1934 yearbook



1934



From 1934 yearbook: % of citizens
with a radio licence



The first audience research service 
was set up in 1936 



John Logie Baird



1926 773 staff 2,1 million licences
1936 3350 staff 7,9 million licences
1939 5200 staff 9 million licences
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Katyn memorial New jersey











The Brains Trust –
an episode from
1941







Caribbean voices






























































